
5.11/5.12 Study Guide
Angles and Triangles

Learning Goals  

5.11 The student will measure right, acute, obtuse, and straight angles.
5.12 The student will classify

a) angles as right, acute, obtuse, or straight; and
b) triangles as right, acute, obtuse, equilateral, scalene, or isosceles.

Vocabulary

Protractor - An instrument used in measuring or drawing angles
Vertex - A point where two or more straight lines meet
Degree  – A measure for angles. There are 360 in a full rotation.
Right Angle - An angle which is equal to 90°.
Straight Angle - An angle that looks like a straight line; It measures 180°
Acute Angle  - An angle which measures less than 90°
Obtuse Angle  - An angle which measures more than 90°
Right Triangle  - A triangle that contains one right angle.
Scalene Triangle - A triangle that has no congruent sides.
Acute Triangle - A triangle that contains three acute angles
Obtuse Triangle  - A triangle that has one obtuse angle
Isosceles Triangle - A triangle that contains two congruent sides
Equilateral Triangle - A triangle in which all sides are congruent

Examples and Explanations 

An angle is two line segments or rays that meet at a common endpoint (vertex). Angles are classified 

into four categories:

Acute Right Obtuse Straight

< 90° = 90° >90° =180°
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A Protractor is a tool used to measure  

angles.     Outer scale

                                    zero line

Inner scale

center mark



To measure an angle:

1.  Determine the type of angle.  This will help you in deciding which scale to use.

2.  Place the center mark of the protractor on the vertex of the angle.

3.  Rotate the zero line of the protractor to line up with one ray of the angle.  

4.  Read the measure of the angle using the ray that crosses the protractor scale.

HINT:  Be sure to read the scale carefully and pay attention to which direction is it going.  Knowing what type of 

angle you are measuring can help you determine if your measure is reasonable.  

 
         This acute angle measures 50°. This obtuse angle measures 110°.

Triangles are classified by their angles.  

    Acute Triangle                     Obtuse Triangle        Right Triangle
 (three acute angles)                (contains an obtuse angle)            (contains a right angle)

Triangles can also be classified by their line segments.

A scalene triangle has no congruent sides.  None of the sides are of equal length.

               
  Right Scalene Triangle        Obtuse Scalene Triangle   

An equilateral triangle sides are    An isosceles triangle is a triangle that
all congruent.  They are all the same length.       contains two congruent sides.

   Acute              Right                      Obtuse
  Isosceles        Isosceles                 Isosceles 
              Acute Equilateral Triangle                                    Tirangle            Triangle                       Triangle



Sample Questions 

1. Which of the figures can be classified as both an acute and an isosceles triangle?

            

2.  Which angle is closest to 90°?

3. Which figure appears to be an equilateral triangle?

A C

B D

3.  Measure the angle.  Record your responses in the boxes below.

                         Type of angle             Measure




